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ACROSS
1. Sarcastic gesture of support
9. Great buy
14. "Spill it"
16. Bespectacled boy in "Lord of the Flies"
17. Calls time?
18. Gas used in insulation for some windows
19. They're hot on Twitter
20. Kids' birthday party trash
22. Chill out
23. Play to the rafters
25. "___ Dinah" ('58 hit)
26. Kate's "The Mountain Between Us" co-star
28. Dad's instruction to his kid riding a bike
30. Car freshener scent
32. Apt to snap
34. Swinger's stand
35. 1977 Pulitzer-winning play by D.L. Coburn, with "The"
37. Payload container
40. Opera that takes place in Gaul
42. Peer
43. Place to browse
45. "You're too good"
47. Sonic Mania company
48. Shocker on the street
50. Pulls back
54. Tusked beasts
56. War of Attrition combatant
58. State that is roughly 42% forest
59. Set up one's home server, say
61. Cause to attack
62. Minstrel in "Robin Hood"
63. Perfect spots
64. Somewhat thin

DOWN
1. Circumference measurement
2. Jason of "Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D."
3. Filled (with)
4. Pelting
5. Clumsy sort
6. Not as up to the task
7. "That beer hits the spot"
8. Ask for a hand?
9. Out of control doofus on the dance floor, maybe
10. Long rant
11. Whirlybird
12. Many many, with "of"
13. Keen-sighted
15. Two-time Emmy winner Loretta
16. Journalist Fallaci
17. City in the "Mahabharata"
18. Excessive negativity
41. Prayer books
44. "___ For You"
46. Saltines rival
49. Jaguar's quartet
51. Raisin cakes
52. Ball queen
53. Ugly forecast
55. Cinnamon-flavored candy
57. Lasting mark
60. Time to shut it all down
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